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We discuss the role of pairing anti-halo effect in the observed odd-even staggering in reaction cross
sections for 30,31,32Ne and 36,37,38Mg isotopes by taking into account the ground state deformation
of these nuclei. To this end, we construct the ground state density for the 30,31Ne and 36,37Mg nuclei
based on a deformed Woods-Saxon potential, while for the 32Ne and 38Mg nuclei we also take into
account the pairing correlation using the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov method. We demonstrate that,
when the one-neutron separation energy is small for the odd-mass nuclei, a significant odd-even
staggering still appears even with finite deformation, although the degree of staggering is somewhat
reduced compared to the spherical case. This implies that the pairing anti-halo effect in general
plays an important role in generating the odd-even staggering in reaction cross sections for weakly
bound nuclei.
I. INTRODUCTION
The halo structure is one of the most important phe-
nomena in neutron-rich nuclei[1, 2]. This phenomenon is
characterized by a spatially extended density distribution
originated from weakly bound valence neutron(s). This
was first discovered by Tanihata et al., who observed con-
siderably large interaction cross sections for 11Li, 11Be,
and 14Be [3, 4]. Subsequently, a narrow momentum dis-
tribution was also discovered [5] for a weakly bound nu-
cleus, 11Li, establishing the concept of the halo structure.
The heaviest halo nucleus discovered so far is 37Mg [6, 7].
For weakly bound nuclei with two valence neutrons,
the pairing correlation between the valence neutrons may
quench the halo structure [8]. That is, the pairing corre-
lation alters the asymptotic behavior of the wave function
for the valence neutrons, reducing the divergence feature
of nuclear radii for s and p waves at zero separation en-
ergy [9–12]. This effect is referred to as the pairing anti-
halo effect, which can also be viewed as a generation of
a spatially localized wave packet of quasi-particles origi-
nated from a coherent scattering of the valence neutrons
to the continuum spectrum caused by the pairing inter-
action [13].
In the previous publications, we have argued that the
pairing anti-halo effect plays an important role in the
odd-even staggering observed in interaction cross sections
[14–16]. That is, the experimental data have often shown
a large odd-even staggering in interaction and reaction
cross sections, in which cross sections for odd-mass nu-
clei are systematically larger than those for the neigh-
boring even-mass nuclei [7, 17]. Using the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov (HFB) method with spherical symmetry, we
have shown that the observed odd-even staggering can
be largely accounted for in terms of the pairing anti-halo
effect (see also Refs. [18, 19]).
In this paper, we extend our previous analyses by tak-
ing into account the ground state deformation of weakly
bound nuclei. To this end, we study the odd-even stag-
gering in the 30,31,32Ne and 36,37,38Mg isotopes, for which
the 31Ne and 37Mg nuclei have been suggested to have a
deformed halo structure with p wave [6, 7, 17, 20–28].
There are two possible effects of nuclear deformation
on the odd-even staggering. Firstly, several angular mo-
mentum components are mixed in a deformed single-
particle wave function for a valence neutron, reducing the
s and p wave components in the wave function. This will
reduce the radius of the 31Ne and 37Mg nuclei, somewhat
quenching the odd-even staggering in the interaction and
reaction cross sections. Secondly, the deformation may
change the level density around the Fermi level, which
would result in either an enhancement or a decrease of
the pairing correlation, depending on the position of the
Fermi surface. This would eventually influence the mag-
nitude of the pairing anti-halo effect, thus the cross sec-
tions for 32Ne and 38Mg. The primary aim of this paper
is to investigate how these two effects interplay with each
other in actual cases and how the conclusion obtained in
our previous analyses based on spherical symmetry is al-
tered if the deformation is explicitly taken into account.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
summarize the theoretical frameworks. In our calcula-
tions, we first generate the deformed ground state den-
sity using the HFB method with Woods-Saxon poten-
tials, which is then used as an input to the Glauber the-
ory in order to compute reactions cross sections. In Sec.
III, we apply these frameworks to reaction cross sections
for the 30,31,32Ne and 36,37,38Mg nuclei and discuss the
role of deformation in the odd-even staggering in the re-
action cross sections. We then summarize the paper in
Sec. IV.
2II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
A. Deformed density
We analyze the reaction cross sections for the 30,31,32Ne
and 36,37,38Mg nuclei. Symbolically, we denote the three
isotopes in each element as A,A+1, and A+2 systems, re-
spectively. Our first task is to construct the ground state
density of each nucleus by taking into account the defor-
mation. For simplicity, we ignore the pairing correlation
in the A and A+1 systems, and construct the density dis-
tribution by putting the nucleons into the lowest A and
A + 1 single-particle orbits in a deformed Woods-Saxon
potential, respectively (we have confirmed that the re-
action cross section for the 30Ne and 36Mg nuclei does
not significantly change even if the pairing correlation is
taken into account).
For the A+2 systems, on the other hand, we take into
account the pairing correlation with the HFB method. In
the coordinate space representation, the HFB equations
read [29–31]
(
hˆ− λ ∆(r)
∆(r) −hˆ+ λ
)(
Ui(r)
Vi(r)
)
= Ei
(
Ui(r)
Vi(r)
)
, (1)
where ∆(r) is the pairing potential, and λ and Ei are
the chemical potential and a quasi-particle energy, re-
spectively. hˆ is a mean-field Hamiltonian given by
hˆ = − h¯
2
2m
∇2 + V (r), (2)
where V (r) is a mean-field potential andm is the nucleon
mass. Here, we have assumed that the nucleon-nucleon
interaction is zero range, so that the mean-field and the
pairing potentials are both local. In this framework, the
density distribution is given by
ρ(r) =
∑
i
|Vi(r)|2. (3)
The chemical potential λ is determined so that the aver-
age particle number is A+ 2, that is,∫
dr ρ(r) = A+ 2. (4)
For simplicity, we use a deformed Woods-Saxon poten-
tial for V (r) and ∆(r) given by,
V (r) = V0
(
f(r)−R0β2 df(r)
dr
Y20(θrd)
)
+Vls
1
r
df(r)
dr
(l · s), (5)
∆(r) = ∆0
(
f(r) −R0β2 df(r)
dr
Y20(θrd)
)
(6)
with
f(r) =
1
1 + exp[(r −R0)/a] . (7)
Here, we have assumed axially symmetric quadrupole de-
formation with the deformation parameter of β2, and de-
noted the angle between the vector r and the symmetry
axis as θrd. In the single-particle potential, we take into
account only the spherical part of the spin-orbit poten-
tial. For the protons, we also add the spherical Coulomb
interaction to the mean field potential, Eq. (5), with the
radius of R0.
We use the same values for the parameters for the
single-particle potential as those listed in Table I in
Ref.[32], except for the depth parameter V0 for the con-
figuration for the valence orbit, for which we adjust the
value of V0 so that the neutron separation energy for
the A + 1 nuclei is reproduced. For simplicity, we use
the same value for the deformation parameter for all the
three isotopes, A,A + 1, and A + 2. For the strength
∆0 for the neutron pairing potential, (6), we determine
it according to
∆¯ ≡
∫
dr∆(r)f(r)∫
dr f(r)
, (8)
with the average pairing gap of ∆¯ = 12/
√
A+ 2 MeV.
For the protons, we ignore the pairing correlation as they
are deeply bound in the nuclei considered in this paper,
and thus the effect of pairing correlation on the nuclear
radius is expected to be small.
We solve the HFB equations, (1), by expanding the up-
per and the lower components of the quasi-particle wave
functions as,
UK(r) =
∑
n,l,j
unlj ψnljK(r), (9)
VK(r) =
∑
n,l,j
vnlj ψnljK(r), (10)
where {ψnljK(r)} are eigen-functions of the single-
particle Hamiltonian hˆ when the deformation parameter
β2 is set to zero. This wave function is characterized by
the radial quantum number n, the orbital angular mo-
mentum l, the total single-particle angular momentum
j, and its projection onto the symmetry axis, K. No-
tice that K is conserved in the quasi-particle wave func-
tions, since we assume the axial symmetry. In Eqs. (9)
and (10), we include the continuum states up to 30 MeV
above the Fermi energy, λ, by discretizing them with the
box boundary condition at Rbox = 60 fm.
B. Reaction cross sections
We next consider collision of a deformed projectile nu-
cleus with a spherical target nucleus, and compute the
reaction cross sections, σR. To this end, we employ the
Glauber theory, which is based on the eikonal approxi-
mation and the adiabatic approximation to the nucleonic
motions [33, 34]. In order to calculate reaction cross sec-
tions, we also apply the adiabatic approximation to the
3rotational motion of a deformed nuclei. That is, we first
fix the orientation angle of the deformed nucleus and then
take an average of the resultant cross section over all the
orientation angles [35, 36]. The reaction cross sections
are thus expressed as
σR =
1
4π
∫
dΩσR(Ω), (11)
where Ω is the angle of the symmetric axis of the de-
formed nucleus in the laboratory frame, and σR(Ω) is
the reaction cross section for fixed Ω.
In the Glauber theory, the reaction cross section is
computed as [37–42],
σR(Ω) =
∫
db
(
1−
∣∣∣eiχ(b;Ω)
∣∣∣2
)
, (12)
where b is the impact parameter and the phase shift func-
tion χ is given by
iχ(b;Ω) = −
∫
dr ρP (r;Ω)
×
[
1− exp
(
−
∫
dr′ρT (r
′) ΓNN (s− s′ + b)
)]
.
(13)
Here, s and s′ are the transverse component (that is,
the component which is parallel to b) of r and r′, respec-
tively. ΓNN is the profile function for the NN scattering,
which we assume to be [37–42]
ΓNN(b) =
1− iα
4πβ
σNN exp
(
− b
2
2β
)
, (14)
where σNN is the totalNN cross section. In Eq. (13), ρP
and ρT are the density distribution for the projectile and
the target nuclei, respectively. We assume that the target
density is spherical, ρT (r) = ρT (r), while the projectile
density has axial symmetry, that is,
ρP (r;Ω) = ρP (r, θrd). (15)
The projectile density can be expanded into multipoles
as
ρP (r, θrd) =
∑
λ
ρ
(P )
λ (r)Yλ0(θrd), (16)
=
∑
λ,µ
√
4π
2λ+ 1
ρ
(P )
λ (r)Yλµ(rˆ)Y
∗
λµ(Ω).(17)
Notice that the phase shift function given by Eq. (13)
takes into account the effect beyond the optical limit ap-
proximation following the prescription proposed in Ref.
[43]. We evaluate it using the Fourier transform method
[15, 44].
In this paper, we analyze the experimental data at in-
cident energy E = 240 MeV/nucleon with 12C target
[7, 17]. We use the same density for 12C as that given
in Ref. [38], while we use the same parameters given in
Ref. [45] for the profile function, ΓNN .
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FIG. 1: The root-mean-square radius for the 30,31,32Ne iso-
topes as a function of the one neutron separation energy of
the 31Ne nucleus. The dotted, the dashed, and the solid lines
indicate the radius of the 30Ne, 31Ne, and 32Ne nuclei, respec-
tively. The pairing correlation is taken into account only in
the 32Ne nucleus using the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov method.
The deformation parameter is set to be β2 = 0.3 for all the
three nuclei so that the valence neutron in 31Ne occupies the
Kpi = 1/2− orbit. The figure is obtained by varying the depth
parameter in the single-particle potential for the Kpi = 1/2−
configuration.
III. ODD-EVEN STAGGERING IN REACTION
CROSS SECTIONS
A. 30,31,32Ne isotopes
Let us now numerically evaluate the reaction cross sec-
tion for deformed nuclei and discuss the role of deforma-
tion in the odd-even staggering in the reaction cross sec-
tions. We first consider the 30,31,32Ne isotopes, for which
the odd-even staggering has been investigated assuming
spherical symmetry [14].
In Ref. [24], we have shown that the measured reac-
tion cross section for the 31Ne nucleus can be reproduced
both with the particle-rotor model and with the Nils-
son model with a deformed Woods-Saxon potential when
the quadrupole deformation parameter is in the range of
0.17 ≤ β2 ≤ 0.33. In this case, the valence neutron in
31Ne occupies the [330 1/2] (Kpi = 1/2−) orbit, which
is connected to the 1f7/2 level in the spherical limit [22].
In this paper, we therefore choose β2 = 0.3. As has been
demonstrated in Ref. [24], the dependence of reaction
cross sections on the deformation parameter is weak once
the configuration of the valence orbit is fixed.
Figure 1 shows the root mean square radii so obtained
for the 30,31,32Ne nuclei as a function of the energy of
the valence orbit for the 31Ne nucleus, ǫn. To draw this
figure, we vary the depth parameter, V0, in the Woods-
Saxon potential for the Kpi = 1/2− configuration. The
dotted, the dashed, and the solid lines show the radius for
the 30Ne, 31Ne, and 32Ne nuclei, respectively. One can
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FIG. 2: The reaction cross sections for the 30,31,32Ne + 12C
reaction at E = 240 MeV/nucleon. These are evaluated at
the one neutron separation energy of 31Ne of Sn = 0.3 MeV.
The filled circles with error bars indicate the experimental in-
teraction cross sections taken from Ref. [17]. For comparison,
the result of the previous analysis [14] based on the spherical
density distributions is also shown by the dashed line.
see that the radius of the 31Ne increases rapidly as the
one neutron separation energy, Sn = −ǫn, approaches to
zero, due to the p wave component in the wave function
for the valence neutron. On the other hand, the radius
of the 32Ne nucleus varies slowly as a function of the
one neutron separation energy and becomes smaller than
that of the 31Ne nucleus for ǫn ≤ −0.42 MeV due to the
pairing anti-halo effect. This behavior is qualitatively
the same as in the previous analysis shown in the middle
panel of Fig. 2 in Ref. [14], which was based on the
spherical symmetry of the Ne isotopes.
The reaction cross sections for the 30,31,32Ne nuclei
evaluated at Sn(
31Ne) = 0.3 MeV are shown in Fig. 2.
These are compared with the experimental interaction
cross sections [17], which are expected to be close to the
reaction cross sections for neutron-rich nuclei [7, 38, 46].
For comparison, we also show the result of the previous
analysis [14] at a similar one neutron separation energy,
even though the single-potential is different from the one
used in the present analysis. One can see that the odd-
even staggering can still be reproduced by taking into
account the nuclear deformation. Notice that the degree
of the staggering becomes smaller in the present calcula-
tion compared to the previous spherical calculation. This
is because the valence neutron in 31Ne fully occupies the
1p3/2 level in the spherical case, while the occupation
probability for the p3/2 level decreases from unity in the
deformed case. In the case shown in Fig. 2, our calcula-
tion yields the occupation probability of 46.3 %.
A larger staggering can be obtained with deformation
when the one neutron separation energy of 31Ne is further
decreased. In order to demonstrate this, Fig. 3 shows the
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FIG. 3: The staggering parameter γ3 defined by Eq. (18)
for the 30,31,32Ne + 12C reactions at E = 240 MeV/nucleon.
It is plotted as a function of the single-particle energy for
the valence orbit for the 31Ne nucleus. The dashed and the
solid lines are obtained using the spherical and the deformed
density distributions, respectively. The experimental data is
evaluated using the measured interaction cross sections shown
in Ref. [17].
staggering parameter γ3 defined as [15],
γ3 ≡ (−1)
A
2
[σR(A+ 1)− 2σR(A) + σR(A− 1)], (18)
where σR(A) is the reaction cross section of a nucleus
with mass number A. The dashed and the solid lines in
the figure show the staggering parameter for the spherical
and the deformed cases, respectively. For a fixed value of
separation energy, the staggering parameter γ3 is smaller
in the deformed case as compared to the spherical case,
which is consistent with Fig. 2. However, the staggering
parameter increases as the separation energy decreases,
and eventually comes closer to the central value of the
experimental data when ǫn is around the threshold.
In Sec. I, we have conjectured that the nuclear defor-
mation may lead to two effects on reaction cross sections.
One is to decrease the cross section for 31Ne due to the
admixture of several angular momentum components in
the single-particle wave function for the valence orbit.
The other is to change the cross section for 32Ne because
of a change in the degree of pairing anti-halo effect. The
former effect would reduce the staggering, while the latter
effect either enhances or reduces it depending on the level
density around the Fermi surface. Our calculation shown
in Fig. 2 indicates that the former effect indeed exists,
while the latter effect is much less clear. In order to shed
light on the latter effect, Fig. 4 shows the dependence
of the reaction cross section on the strength of the pair-
ing correlation. To this end, we vary the average pairing
gap, ∆¯, defined by Eq. (8). The filled squares with the
dashed, the solid, and the dotted lines are obtained by
setting the average pairing gap to be 1, 2.1 (=12/
√
32),
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FIG. 4: The dependence of the reaction cross section for the
32Ne nucleus on the average pairing gap. The filled squares
with the dashed, the solid, and the dotted lines are obtained
by setting the average pairing gap to be 1, 2.1 (=12/
√
32),
and 3 MeV, respectively. For comparison, the open square
with the dashed line shows the result without the pairing
correlation.
and 3 MeV, respectively. Notice that the solid line is the
same as that in Fig. 2. For comparison, the open square
with the dashed line shows the result without the pairing
correlation. One can clearly see that the reaction cross
section for 32Ne is not sensitive to the value of average
pairing gap as long as it is large enough. This would be
correlated to the fact that the root-mean-square radius
for 32Ne is not sensitive to the single-particle energy for
the valence orbit of 31Ne, as has been shown in Fig. 1.
Even though the occupation probability for the p-wave
orbital may depend largely on the average pairing gap,
the root-mean-square radius does not change much once
the radius is significantly shrunken due to the pairing
anti-halo effect so that the s and p-wave states do not
behave abnormally. This indicates that the main effect
of nuclear deformation is simply to decrease the odd-even
staggering in reaction cross sections, at least for the Ne
isotopes.
B. 36,37,38Mg isotopes
Let us next discuss the 36,37,38Mg isotopes. For 37Mg
in these isotopes, the p-wave halo structure has been sug-
gested from a measurement of the one neutron removal
reaction on C and Pb targets, with a small one neutron
separation energy of 0.22+0.12
−0.09 MeV [6]. Moreover, the
experimental reaction cross sections indicate a large odd-
even staggering for 36,37,38Mg [7].
We first determine the deformation parameter β2 for
these isotopes. With the deformed Woods-Saxon poten-
tial shown in Sec. II-A, together with the parameters
listed in Table I in Ref. [32], we find that the valence
neutron in 37Mg occupies the [312 5/2] orbit for β2 ≤ 0.4,
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 1, but for the 36,37,38Mg isotopes.
while it occupies the [321 1/2] orbit for 0.4 ≤ β2 ≤ 0.6.
The former is connected to the 1f7/2 level while the latter
to the 2p3/2 level in the spherical limit. The former state
has Kpi = 5/2−, and thus contains angular momenta
larger than l = 3, which do not form a halo structure. In
contrast, the latter state contains a large p-wave compo-
nent, being consistent with the suggested halo structure
for 37Mg [7]. We therefore choose β2 = 0.5 in the analysis
shown below.
Figure 5 shows the root-mean-square radii for the
36,37,38Mg nuclei as a function of the single-particle en-
ergy for the valence orbit of 37Mg. The radii behave qual-
itatively the same as those for the Ne isotopes shown in
Fig. 1. That is, the radius of 37Mg diverges in the limit of
vanishing single-particle energy, while that of 38Mg varies
much more slowly due to the pairing anti-halo effect.
The reaction cross sections for the 36,37,38Mg isotopes
are shown in Fig. 6 for two different values of the one
neutron separation energy, Sn, for
37Mg. The solid line
is obtained with Sn = 0.32 MeV, while the dashed line
with Sn = 1.5 MeV. The experimental odd-even stagger-
ing can be well reproduced with Sn = 0.32 MeV. On the
other hand, for Sn = 1.52 MeV, the reaction cross section
increases monotonically as a function of mass number,
that is inconsistent with the experimental data. Notice
that this behavior is qualitatively similar to the odd-even
staggering for the Ne isotopes shown in Fig.3 in Ref. [14]
obtained with the spherical densities. Therefore it is evi-
dent that the pairing anti-halo effect plays an important
role in the odd-even staggering of deformed neutron-rich
nuclei, such as 30,31,32Ne and 36,37,38Mg isotopes.
IV. SUMMARY
We have investigated the role of nuclear deformation
in the odd-even staggering observed in reaction cross sec-
tions for several systems. To this end, we have used
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FIG. 6: The reaction cross sections for the 36,37,38Mg + 12C
reaction at E = 240 MeV/nucleon. These are evaluated for
the quadrupole deformation parameter of β2 = 0.5, at which
the valence neutron in 37Mg occupies the [321,1/2] orbital.
The solid and the dashed lines denote the results for Sn =
0.32 and 1.5 MeV, respectively, where Sn is the one neutron
separation energy of 37Mg. The experimental reaction cross
sections are taken from Ref. [7].
the deformed Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov method to take
into account both the deformation and the pairing ef-
fects. We have applied this method to the 30,31,32Ne and
36,37,38Mg isotopes and have shown that the deformation
mainly decreases the degree of odd-even staggering due
to the admixture of several angular momentum states in
a deformed single-particle wave function. Despite this,
the odd-even staggering persists even with finite defor-
mation, when the one neutron separation energy is small
enough. In particular, we have successfully accounted
for the experimental odd-even staggering both for the
30,31,32Ne and 36,37,38Mg isotopes within the unified the-
oretical framework. This strongly indicates that the pair-
ing anti-halo effect indeed has a responsibility to the ob-
served odd-even staggering in reaction cross sections.
Our calculation can be improved in several ways. For
instance, in this paper, we have assumed that the defor-
mation parameter is the same for the three nuclei within
the same element. It might be important to take into
account an isotope dependent deformation, as has been
predicted e.g., by the anti-symmetrized molecular dy-
namics (AMD) [25–28], although the dependence of the
reaction cross sections on the deformation would not be
large once the single-particle configuration is fixed. An-
other issue is the treatment of pairing for the odd-mass
nuclei. For simplicity, in this paper we have neglected
the pairing correlation in 30,31Ne and 36,37Mg, because
the effect of the pairing on the radius of 30Ne and 36Mg
had turned out to be small. However, if one regards 31Ne
and 37Mg as one quasi-particle excitation on top of 32Ne
and 38Mg, the pairing might play some role in these nu-
clei as well. A more consistent way towards this end
would be to treat the odd-mass nuclei using the blocked
HFB method [47, 48], that would be an interesting future
work.
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